AN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE ON EUR~PE’S
CONSTITUTIONAL OPPORTUNIT~

James M. Buchanan
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the range and scope ofpolitical authority over the liberties ofcitizens
In 1787, concern was centered on the potential abuses of authorit)
by the separated states; the anti-Federalists were unsuccessful ir
raising effective concerns about the potential authority ofthe central
or federal government. After all, citizens ofthe states were creating r
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erners titan, in iact, was tne case in tue presence or ceniirai government restriction on external trade.
I do not neglect the critical importance of the institutio~tofslavery
for American constitutional history. The immorality of silavery provided the impetus for the formation and maintenance ~f regional
~
which generated differentiall~’damaging
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alternative for the citizenry of any unit or set of units. This resulT
emerges, however, only if the central political authority is constitutionally prohibited from enacting policy measures that are unduly
discriminatory in their impacts on the separate units. Recognition ol
this potentiality suggests, in turn, that the initial contract should
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nated individual values are superseded by the objectiv~lydelined
ideal that is potentially attainable only by the collective. ‘~hepublic
philosophy of the long socialist century was marked by a dramatic
loss ofthe 18th-century faith in the cooperative-contractu~lpotential
released by individual autonomy and by an accompan3~ingacceptance of faith in the working of collective agency. The nai~’eromanti-

revolutions tnat surprised even tnose wno naa never oeen aetunea
by the Hegelian mythology.
The public philosophy of collectivism now belongs to a historical
epoch that is past. Political entrepreneurs can no longer exploit the
Hegelian sublimation ofthe individual to a collective zeitgeist or the
Marxian dialectic of class conflict. Citizens, in both Western and
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interest or pressure groups to use pointicat uieans to secure ulueren-

tial gains at the expense of the general polity-economy will not
disappear in the post-socialist epoch. Public skepticism of politics
and politicians has not been accompanied by a reacquisition of faith
in laissez faire, in the efficacy of markets when left alone within a
framework of law.
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European Federalism, German Unity, and the
Opening of Eastern Europe
To this point, the momentous events of 1989 have not entered
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Germany?
It should be recognized, however, that the generalized German
thrust for reunification stems, in part, from the collectivist mindset imposed by the Hegelian mythology. In the public philosophy
attuned to the realities of European federal union, the political
dimension of the nation-state matters relatively little. If the nation-

Will an Effective European Federal Union
Become Reality?
I have predicted that citizens of the several nation-states of Westera Europe, acting through their existing political agents and pro-
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federation will, indeed, come to think ofthemselves as “Europeans,”
but they will scarcely stop thinking ofthemselves as British, French,
German, or Italian. Brussels, as the capital city of the federation,
would be expected to be more like Bern, in the Swiss confederation,
than like Paris, in post-Napoleonic France.
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